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A M I·:SsA8L
There: is ) no,~ . -.an , .iut~rn~tional . sys~em of
NOT SO N : · ·: · : THJ.i i
'"
.
b~dges awarde~ for_t?e complet10n of certam ~asks
,; ,r, , · ,. ;,; , ,
f.WJ)().:'. CUT}.YJ,, ·
: ,:;
;:_, "' ' dJst;~Ge, ;duration; h~1ghtret.ca There 'are hot ratmgs.
:_ .:,
. ... :,.· .
_, .· · .·•- ·
, .·:.
..-, ). -:rhey, Gan:not ,be taken away once awarded .. , They
. . , Wcll;': _, rc~c ~,t !s.,,. A '. :1c-:V fonnat Skysailor
are a . mark oC your 'skill as an advirn:ced: soaring
cditc_dby_ a new _editor a,~d wit? a_ne:,v executive
pilot. There are three badges the Delfa Bronze
1
~at:ki;g,.hm_ 'l:IP:. :~ha~sbce:n _g_oi~g_on 2;_. ._.
~e!ta ,Si!ver, aml ,Delta Gold; all -req_u~e t~e qual~
. . : _ell, __m May, wh_cn .the ~;-e~ut1v~ :was _formed 1 1~y mg flight .to J:>e Observed. and venf1ed, m some
In V 1ctor_
1a, WC fo~ nd . our msurancc policy was .. case; by Lonograph. .
but our msurcr sa1(:l,;NO! .: Tp.o inany ··expensive· ' . ,. . • ·- , ... .
_:
: ..< .• ·: ,
.... au;.idents! .
.
· We shall be as)<:ing your State executive for 4
,,. ·. ,, ,!'.;· :A ftc/ sori1'c frantic world-wide- searching, our rtaines;of h_onest , \vi,lling people, pr1c:pared to give
,, 1,:.} >p~t '.9 ffer ,w as $10 per m cm bcr + 77 c cir. stamp
u P _th~1r fly mg to watch s?meone else do what they
di.J ty , with a $5 000 minimum pn,1nium.
them selves want to be domg. If you feel you could
(Our prcvious ·ratc was 50c per rncmbc~!)
be one; put your name up. If your state'puts your
We had $3200 "in _the bank! We decided that
narrte up, yo_u will be oneof 6 in your StaJe (the
insurance was rrtorc if!1portant than Sky sailor, so
other 2 from the tow kiting scene) eligable to
we held up the last_SA. issue that was then almost
ob~e1:' badge and record attempts in Australia.
ready, paid out $ 2200 out. of our own poc kets,
This 1s no~ a safety matter; you do not need to be a
added that to our $3000 and got the insurance. ' '· safety officer.
Then-we had to raise the cash.
·
·
Well, thers no 's pace left; as we want our May
. We did this by levy; only those whose name
to be about flying. If you're got stories or anywe in TAHGA have recievcd from your State
thing to say,_ let us know. (On problems, let your
Treasurer arc insured. Next year you'll all be in it.
State executive know first; thats what they're for)
So thats why Sky sailor is late, and why we
Here's to the very best of flying.
have a new format.
Regards
TAHGA
Next year TAHGA, will have only $4 per head -.
for admin. plus Skysailor (this year
have $7 .00
per head + 50c for our old insurance.) so expect ·
1116rc:in this Iow,i.:o'.s t f9nnat.
· ··

::i:/_·j:,

we

.
What clsi:;? :' . .
H:G.r.A: , (H~ryg Gliding .
1-'edcration of Australia) has been formed (see Skysailor's 14 & 15 , to deal with National bodies
(the Government) , and external Hang Gliding
bodies (CIV ; • rAI etc.).
This
done on
. Government, insistancc to deal with only one Hang. gliding body , \Vether foot or tow launched.
· They got MONEY from the Government last
year to send a representative to the KOSSEN
conference. SA·· ·GA also managed to get money
from their State Govcrhmerit to scna · a flyer!
Perhaps you should · get your State executives to
try for some!
· ·
· ·
·
·

was

· We have · printed new
: ratlng f<:>-r ms and
everyone should .by jiow be rated on the same
system. This obviously makes interstate and, we
_, hope, international flying so much simpler for all.
We •are also (via HGr A) soon to print some
accident rep::irt forms that the tow kite' boys will
also use.
PLEASE USE THEM. · Report your
accidents and incidents. It saves us embarrassment
when DOT (or the insurance._company) ring us for
information, and more important, your experience
may well-savc·someone else's life.
'Whats in the future? Well, we don't intend to
get caught on insurance again. This year, we're
going out to public tender, and in addition, HGf' A
will be helping via the Royal Aero Club system.
Richard Riding

Highway Spectrum
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NEWS ST ATE 'S IDE
The U.S. Nationals were won by Dennis Pagen
in a Sirocco II. The competition was one of the
best run to date. Listed below are the five top
scores.
1978 U.S. National Championships
Dennis Pagen
Sirocco II
Sky Sports
Tim Cogrin
Phoenix 8
Delta Wings
Stirling Soule
Seagull lOM
Seagull
Bob Case
Moyes Maxi
Moyes
Tom Peghining Sirocco II
Sky Sports
*Unofficial results.
It is interesting to note that Tim Cogrin and
Bob Case both bought Sirocco II's after the meet.
It appears that Double surfaced rogs are taking off
in popularity as well as competitions the Sirocco II
has won something like 80% of all stateside hang
gliding com petitions.
However on the tow scene the always dependable Moyes Stingers and Maxis once again
dominate this area of our sport.
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

7.

Cross country, Sylvia Lindgren of
Sweden, one of the only 2 girls in the
comp performed outstandingly in Class
II with her Wasp Gryphon.
On the final day the scores were:
Class I
K. Pirker
Austria
Stienbach Enro
Class II Thevenod
France
Mouette Jet
Class III Ols Chewsky W.Germany Manta Fledge
There · were 38 different types of hang glider a iKossen and only one type of true Ridg the Manta
Fledgling and Fledge II.
The most popular brands were:
Moyes (stinger,Stingray , Maxi) Australia 22 pilots
Wasp Gryphon
UK 11 pilots
Mouette Jet
France 9 pilots
Next years World Championships will be at
Grenoble, France from July 30 - August 12 but
only Class II and III will be flown and only 8 pilots
from each country will be permitted. The site
selected promises some long cross country flights.
It is however unlikely Australia will be able to
send an official team but individuals can enter
providing they co ntact TAH(rA, so that TAH6A
can get the necessary F AI clearences. If you can
go, write now, even if you are not absolutely
certajn it will mean a lot less hassels .

KOSSEN
Bill Moyes on behalf of all Australians at
Kossen world Championships was presented with
an attendance medal, although Australia did not
send an official team , some Australians were able
to get over.
Present was Rob Davis who went independently and the Moyes Boys who "dropped in " on
the - world tour. Thanks for waving the flag fellas . .
For results see below.

AMERICA CUP 1978
Tracy Knauss publisher of Glider Rider has
started the Americas Hang Gliding Cup with
$5,000 prize money . Where the Top U.S.A. flyers
Dennis Pagen , Tom Peghining , etc., met the rest of
the world.
BRITISH WIN AM ERICAS CUP

KOSSEN F AI EUROPEAN
CHAMPIONSHIPS 1978.
177 pilots from 22 countries met at Kossen
Austria for the 1978 European Championships
(Not the World Championships) on September 4th.
Tasks were the same fQr all classes, the tasks were:
Dayl.
As many 360's as possible with spot
landing.
2.
Timed descent and target for Classes I &
II and distance beyond markers and field
landings (or tree landing) for Class III.
At this point some superior piloting began to
show from Austrians K. Pirker (Steinbach Euro)
and H. Dagn (Moyes Sting ray) in Class I.
Class II were the Guggen-moos brothers from
W. Germany (Sirocco & Firebird).
Class III Mick Evans from UK (Wasp Gryphon)
and Steensvaag, Norway (Manta Fledgling).
3
Cross country.
4.
Cross country.
5
Cross country.
6.
Wash out.
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A British team of 8 flyers took out the first 4
places in the Americas Cup 1978 Hang gliding
Com petition at Chattanooga Tennesse.
Nine tasks were flown , each task consisting of
eight heats. Each heat involved four pilots .one
from each nation (U.S.A., U.K., Japan , Canada) .
Scoring w·as simple: using penalty points, the pilot
with the low score the winner. In each heat there
was a flying task and a landing task each scored
seperately. (Most marks for flying tasks)
One task was a speed run off Lookout
Mountain 1,350 ft ., in Dade county Georgia to the
landing field. 1 mile off pilots in the flight had to
complete four 360's and one figure eight round a
pylon.
Final
scores
were : Britain 1st with 350.75 points, 2nd U.S.A. (433)
Canada 3rd (449) , 4th Japan (726.26)
I
Individual scores were :Hiway Superscorpion
lst Graham Slater UK
Wasp Gryphon III
2nd Keith Reynold s UK
Skyhooks Safari
3rd Graham Hobson UK
Hiway Superscorpio
4th Robert Ba'ily
UK
5th Dennis Pagen
USA Sky Sports .SirroccoII
US National Champion
6th B·ob Calvert
UK
Hiway SupeJScorpion

·,

SITE REPORT

DANGERS ATTHEMYRTLEFORD SITE
The VHGA does hot as yet have access to the
DOT Report on Brian Barclay's fatal accident at
Myrtleford last January.
However, this tragic
incident is of great importance to all inland fliers
because of what can be learnt from the circumstances. As we do not necessarily have all the
information to decide causes conclusively, what
follows is a possible chain of events leading to such
an accid ent. Not all the factors mentioned need
apply in that particular case, but all are certainly
possible.
Brian was observed to take off into a lig, •. : v5
knot breeze, blowing apparently up slope. Temperatures were 18-i9c and would appear to most
people to b_e moderate. Cloud cover was light and
the day , sunny. These circumstances at that site
appear ideal, but the nec essary ingrediants for
catastrophe are present.
In fact, . a general wind pattern over the area
was SE and light to moderate, indicating the
· possible presence of a down-slope wind; l 8-19c is a
high temp erature for this high altitude area and
conditions were ideal for radical thermal activity.
Worse yet, an unstable inversion lay er lay across
the valley and at about this temperature, strong
thermals would commence breaking through the
layer which has the effect of greatly magnifying
their strength. The local geography of recently
cleared forest criss-crossed with dirt roads and
patched with small areas of scrub are ideal for _
triggering thermals , probably of small diameter and
with high vertical velocity cues .
The apparent up-slope wind may be an effect
of local geography, or, more likely, a narrow band
of anabatic wind caused by the heating of the
valley floor in the daily wind cycle.
Te take-off into these conditions is to court
disaster.
A possible series of occurences with · all
reports of the Myrtleford incident is as follows:
Take-off would be normal, but the band
of anabatic wind would .be rapidly passed
through and the lift would disappear as the
prevalent wind would be down-slope. A pilot
would experience bad sink and would loose
height rapidly. .
Nonna! corrections in flight for such a
circumstance would be to pull in for speed to
hope to fly through the sink area. With a
build up of speed it is then possible to
. penetrate without warning to the core of a
thermal, triggered by the road below . At this
low altitude, ._thermals may only have a
diameter of less than 40' and their intensity
would be extreme - quite sufficient to put
the kite into a vertical climb from which
recovery would be impossible .
PAGE 5

It is even possible from witness reports,
that Brian hit two such thermals. A possible
sequence is then to enter the first thermal
with bar in . . Pull in further, as the strength of
the thermal is realised; fly through almost
im111.ediately, possible into the down-wind
surrounding the core.
At such a low altitude a large push-out on
the bar would be necessary to ease the rate of
descent and then enter the second thermal in
. worst possible altitude - bar far out - resulting in the observed vertical stall at low
altitude. ,The kite impacted the ground in this
attitude - tail first. No pre-impact failure of
the kite structure occured and there appeared
no evidence at all of aerodynamic deviation or
instabilities of the kite.
Once again, this must be pointed out that this
is not an official explanation of the accident, but a
possible scenario reflecting the meteorological
. problems likely at the time.
What can be learnt from this reconstruction?
First the major factor :
Warm to hot conditions with light winds
in hilly regions may be dangerous. Under
these circumstances, the best course is to seek
expert local knowledge.
Glider pilots from Benalla give warnings
for this area, eg. : If no information is _availabJe and your rating is sufficient to fly an
effectively unknown site, spend time determining wind directions at many points, both
near and more distant to ensure stable air
flows are present. It is advisable to obtain
some idea of air currents at altitude by use of
a smoke source of some kind .
Under all circumstances general rules apply never fly alone, always fly safely , and if doubt as
·to the conditions exist, dont! Safe flying and days
will come again.
JOHN WILLIAMS
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kites
British designs have seen enormous improvements in the past few years and their international
competition sucesses seem to bear this out.
The British team dominated the America's
Cup sweeping the field of the best America could
offer. On these pages are some photos of these top
British designs as well as a directory of U.K. manufacturers in case any one is er, uhm ...... .interested.

The aspects on which designers concentrate, apart from the inevitable
pursuit of performance, are good
handling in the air and a reduction in
complexity. Over the last few years
hang gliders have become hung about
with wing wires-deflexors-or additional stabilising surfaces to make
them fly and perform as hoped, but
such items have also created the drag
so disliked by customers, particularly
at higher inter-thermal speeds. So
more recently efforts have been made
to get rid of wing wires by clever sail
cutting and better frame design, and
in some aircraft dispensing with the
high drag cross tube, without comp romising the handling.
The new gliders are not only
cleaner with virtually silent sails, but
of larger span with higher aspect
ratio. The Moonraker 78, as an example, spans 35ft with an aspect ratio
of 7. The nose angle has been
widened from t he 90° norm of a few
years ago to 130° , and both its sink
r ate and glide are highly competitive.

The Wasp Gryphon III was the first
successful design to disoense with
the cross tube, reducing drag, but also
allowing the nose angle to be opened
out and the aspect ratio to be increased, at the price of bracing the
wing to a forward extension of the
keel tube. Of comparable performance
are the Chargus Vortex 120 and
Midas Super E, and the Hiway Super
Scorpion . . This, like the Vortex, has
no 'defl.exors, and special attention has
been_ given to good handling. Washout · at high speeds is controlled by
small tip struts.
All these aircraft, and others such
as the Flexiform Vector, Eclipse Eagle
Ilm, and Scott Kite Cirrus 5, are intended for skilled pilots who will have
the experience to select t he one best
suited to their wants. They are not
intended for beginners, and they stall
like a conventional glider rather th an
with the parachute-like sink that some
people associate with the t raditional
low aspect ratio hang glider.

Highway Super Scorpion
..-;-

L

:,_; ~~::<t}J?f~ .

Richard Ridinc

--...;.:-~---.

Highway Super Scorp ion
. Members of the British Hang Glider Manufacturers' Federation
Hang Glider Manufacturers and /or suppliers
Birdman Sports ltd , Overtown House, Mildenhall, Marlborough, Wiltshire
Chargus Gliding Company, Wagland Engineering, Gawcott, Buckingham
Eclipse, 7 Exbridge Road, Dulverton, Somerset
Flexi-form Skysails, 8 Chequers Road , Manchester M21 2DY
Hawksworth Skyports Ltd , Upper Hulme , Leek, Staffordshire
Hiway Hang Gliders ltd, 27/35 Bernard Road , Brighton, Sussex
McBroom Sailwings ltd, 43 Canford Lane, Westbury-on-Trym , Bristo l
Miles Wings (Engineers) ltd, Unidev Works, Croydon Road , Eimers End, Beckenham, Kent BR3 4BP
(NOT for beginners)
·
Sailwings (Scotland) ltd, Craigview , Comelybank Lane, Dumbarton G82 4JA
Scot-Kites, 19 Camphill Avenue, Glasgow G41 3AU
Skyhooks Sailwings ltd, 4 Thornlea Avenue, Oldham, Lancashire
Waspair ltd, Restmor Way, Hackbridge Road , Wallington, Surrey
For Insurance Purposes
John Spooner (Cowes) ltd, Exmouth House, Bath Road, Cowes, Isle of Wight
Aluminium and Component Suppliers
Main Welding Co . Ltd, Shawclough, Rochdale, Lancashire
Aluminium Alloy Seamless Drawn Tube
Alex Al!oy Ltd, 29 High Street, Tooting, London SW17 0RG
Component Suppliers
Wingard Ltd, Che;tsey Road, Byfleet, Surrey KT14 7AW
Parachute Suppliers
GQ Parachutes Ltd, Portugal Road, Stadium Approach, Woking, Surrey
Officers: Chairman Reggie Spooner (John Spooner (Cowes) ltd) ·
Treasu.rer Len Gabriels (Skyhooks Sailwings ltd)
Secretary Jillian Handley (Miles Wings (Engineers) ltd)
N_ote-Membership of the Federation does not signify that any or all of that member's hang glider
models are approved or registered . Ask about this point wheri you contact any manufacturer.
(A stamped, addressed envelope would be appreciated with your enquiry to any manufacturer)
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AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
My first attempts at aerial photography invol-ved flying with one hand holding the camera with
the other. It was very difficult getting good photos
and quite unsafe for close-ups. So I concentrated
on co-operating with photographers on the ground.
Progress was made when Luke Meyer set hil
small Minolta up with a remote air-release. Some
good photos were taken this way but landing to
wind-on after every photo was a grind. The real
break-through was two-up flying. After concentrating on two-up until I could safely and gently
top-lal).d every time I decided to get some photos
this way . My pbotographer (Paul Facius) was
experienced in taking hang gliding photos, was
used to flying two-up with me and was light
enough so that we could still fly near the same
level as everyone else (around 300 metres). The
advantages are clear. The photographer can take .
time to determine the composition, line up the
horizon, focus on kites, etc. The pilot can fly close
to the other pilots , position the hill, point a wing
to the subject, etc. Each can concentrate on their
particular job in safety. The results were very
encouraging.
Finally Russell House loaned his motor-drive
Ricoh. With this coupled to the remote release it
was really easy to take lots of photos. However it
takes practice to compo!;e what is in the photo
when the camera is way out on ,a wingtip. Even
the horizon is difficult but the results are worthwhile.

NOTE:
With $ 1000 worth of borrowed gear
plus tY, o lives you can see the importance of very
high standards of safety and flying while two-up.
Experienced Hang 4 a minimum.
Photo processing and printing by Luke Meyer,
Rauleigh Webb and KODAK.
KEITH LIGHTBODY.
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Ross Sharples flying towards Mutton Bird Island. The take off is a L O N G

2kll. away -~ r,;d,~o Paul Pacius while two up.
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AIR NAVIGATION ORDERS
PART 95

COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORT

SECTION 95.8

•

Amendment No. 10

Approval Date: 18 October 1978

Air !'Tavigation. Orders Part 95 is hereby amended wit_h effect from _I January 19?~ by,.,
cancellation of Section 95.8 Issue 1 dated August 1975, enhtled "Exemption from Provis1ons
of the Air Navigation Regulations - Gliders having an empty weight not exceeding 70 kg. :·
(Hang gliders and manned free kites)" and its replacement by Issue 2 of the same .number and 1'
title attached.
1

AUTHORITY

Air Navigation Orders are made under the authority of the Secretary to the Department
of Transport in pursuance of the powers vested in him by the Air Navigation Regulations.

•

•
-•
'·

·"~
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AIR NAVIGATION ORDERS
PART 95

COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORT

SECTION 95.8
Issue 2

EXEMPT~ON FROM _PRQV{SIONS OF 'THE AIR
NAVIGATION- REGULATIONS - GLIDERS
HA.VING AN EMPTY, WEIGHT_NOT EXCEEDING
70 KG. ,(H~NGGLIDERS
AND. MANNED FREE KITES)
.
.

,

'

.

.·

EFFECTIVE: 1 January 1979
i,'

i'.'

's

I
I

. SUB-SECTIONS
·1 -

3 - . Exemption
4 -.· Conditions

Applicability
.Definitions

l-

.

'. ~-. - 1-,. APPLICABILITY
'

.

.

.

This Se~tion of.,Air Navigati,on Qrde~s applies to gliders having an empty weight not
exceeding 70 kg, commonly' ~efer~ed, to ~s hang gliders or _m anned free kites.
Note - A glider is defined:in -fhe .Air Navigation Regulations as a non power driven
aircraft, deriving ·zts lift ·i n flight chiefly from aerodynamic reactions on surfaces
re.mainJng .fixed
,under
given conditions
of flight.
.
. .
-·
.
.

~

.'

.

.

'

.

-~

.

.

.

, , .:,· 2..· DEFINITIONS
In this Section . . -, ''emp'ty . weight' . means th~ ,'actu~} weight of the glider in its . airborne configuration
in~ludihg_all ~ittings
_artd ,equipment; but _n ot including the pilot;
.
.
.\
'

,,

- ~l)ir.ector''. nieari~ ·
'

.

'

, ,_

·i

•

,

'

'

aPirecfor o{:a Region of the Department of Transport;
:

•

•

.

'

•

•

'Federation' means the .Hang Gliding Federation of Australia.

3-EXEMPTION
3.1-ln pursuance of the powers vested in him by Regulation 329A of the Air Navigation
Regulations the Secretary to the Department of Transport hereby exempts the gliders to which
this Section applies from compliance with the provisions of Parts III, IV, V, VI, VII , VIII,
IX, X (other than Regulation 124), XI, XII, XIII and XV of those Regulations and specifies
the conditions set out in Paragraph 4 of this Section as the conditions to be complied with by
such gliders.

4-CONDITIONS

.)ff)

4.1-A glider shall not be operated except by:
(a)
an organisation or individual who is a member of arid subject to the rules,
regulations and directions of the Federation; or
.
( b)
an organisation or individual who is a member of an association which is
affiliated with and subject to the rules, regulations and directions of the
Federation; or
Approval Date: 18 October 1978
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( c)

. "-,I
~

an individual who has undertaken in writing to operate the glider in accordance
in all respects with the rules, regulations and directions of the Federation.

4.2-A glider s?all be operated i°: accorda~ce w~th the rules, reg~lations and dir~c~ions made
by the Federation for the operat10n of ghders 1n f~rce at th~ time of the operat10n.

•

4.3-A glider shall not be flown unless the pilot is qualified ih accordance with the standards
laid down by the Federation and is subject to the privileges and limitations·which are specified ·
by the Federation as being appropriate to the qualification held.
~ .4-Except with the permission in writing of a Director, and in accordance with any
t onditions specified i~ the permit to minimise hazard to other aircraft or to persons or
rproperty on the ground or water, a glider shall not be flown:
·
( a)
at a height in excess of 300 feet abovy terrain;
( b)
within five kilometres from a Government or licensed aerodrome;
( c)
within controlled airspace;
(d)
within a prohibited or restricted area;
.
.
(e)
at a height lower than 300 feet within a horiz'ontal distance of 100 metres from
persons other than;
(i) persons directly associated with the operation of the glider; and
(ii) during the launching phase, persons situated behind the launching point
relative to the intended direction of flight;
(f)
within 100 metres horizontally from or at arty height over buildings;
(g)
at any regatta, race meeting or public gathering.

4.5-A glider shall not, in any circumstances, be flown · in cloud.

.4 ~6-Where it is proposed to fly a glider at any regatta, race meeting or public gathering, it
~shall be the ~esponsibility of the person actually operating the glider, or his agent, to submit a
written applicafion specifying the details of tfitf proposed operation to the appropriate Director
not less than twenty-eight days prior to the proposed flight(s).
·

Note - Attention is directed to the fact that the exemption granted by this Section
does not confer on an operator ofa glider to which this Section applie.~any rights. as.
against the owner or occupier of any land on or over which the operations are.
conducted, or prejudice in any way the rights and remedies which a person may have
· in respect of anJ' injury to persons or damage to property caused directly or
indirectly by the glider.

··
C
.

~

·~

BOUNDARIES OF KNOWLEDGE
Flying has ah\'ays provided a challenge, with pilots often operating by
skill and instinct beyond the boundaries of knowledge. Problems, the
milestones of progress, have been solved but the resultant progress
has in turn created new hazard situations. The irrecoverable spin
chatacteristics of early aircraft took a generation to design out; the
aerodynan1ic characteristics of aircraft when approaching the speed
of sound were not understood for many years; the high speed/high
altitude stall and control loss accidents of first generation jet turbine
air transport aircraft created intern·ational concern. All these
challenges have claimed lives; too often the most experienced and
talented pilots. Now, in the area of low speed aerodynamics, a
development problem has emerged for which there is , as yet , no
satisfactory solution .

Q n a Saturday just after midday a

,,
I

hang-glide r was being flown through a
series of figure 8 turns w hen it was seen
to ente r a vertical dive and c rash into
the hillside some 300 feet below. T he
pilot was seriously injured and did not
regain consciousness.
.
The day was fine with a north-westerly
wind of about 25 miles per hour. The
pilot was one of the most competent
hang-glider exponents in the country,
with about 3 years and many hours of
flight experience to his credit. He was
very safety conscious and had been
connected with the formation of the
N .Z. Hang Glider Association, and
with the drafting of their safety rules .
His hang-glider was a new one which
he had only flown once before. It was
of an advanced Rogallo design known
in New Zealand as a Lancer, but classified in the U.S. as a Superkite. It had
sufficient penetration for the wind
conditions which, on this particular
day, were a little too strong for normal
hang-glider operations. Since the pilot
was anxious to try out his Lancer
again, he decided to fly. He judged ,
and demonstrated, that he was sufficiently competent to handle the condi-.
tions.
PAGE 10

\lERTICAL D! VE
After take -off, the pilot flew a n umber
of manoe uvres w hich c ulminate d in a
series of fig ure eigh t turns . During the
final tu m into wind , the fabric of the
glider was heard to flutter , the glider
straightened up with the wings leve lling. Almost immediately, and v~ry
rapidly, the glider entered a vertical
dive with the sail area flapping loudly
as it descended . The pilot could be
seen making frantic efforts to recover
from this diye, but without success.
The hang-glider remained vertical until
it contacted the ground.
It was evident that the glider had entered a full luffed dive. This is a state of
flight when the aerofoil (wing) loses all
lift, and the fabric ripples and flutters
on its tubular frame. Fortunately the
pilot of the Lancer had earlier loaned
his movie camera to a friend to film his
manoeuvres, and it was this visual record together with eyewitness accounts, that subsequently enabled the
cause of the accident to be determined
- so far as present knowledge of
hang-glider flying and low speed
~e.rodynarnics permitted.
The fllm ahowed the aircraft being
manoeuvred throup a succession of
&.: ~7·~....:.._

1

·I

It

~1

figure eight turns with the change of
direction into wind , the bank angle
progressively ~teepenirt,g to a final estimated 75-8Q°. About three quarters of
the way through the last orbit the
hang-glider could be seen to stall , the
, fabric clearly loose and fluttering. The
pilot partially recovered from the stall
by rolling out to a le ve l attitude , but
with the glider sinking. Before the no se
could be lowered to regain flying speed
it dropped rapidly to the ve rtic al. T he
aerofo il shape colla psed co mpletel y as
the a ngle of a ttack red uced to ze ro , and
. the fab ric began flut tering (l uffing) in
the strong 'air flow. T he d iving speed.
fro m th e n on, q uickly increase d and
the airc raft passed from the camera
view.
A:\ EARLIER ..\C( 'IDEYr

Some two weeks previously. another
. New Zealand pilot of a Lancer hangglider was involved in a similar accident a nd luckily survived. His rel)\. ~
of the circumstances revealed that he
had inadvertently entered a steep dive
after stalli ng in a steep tum. Before th e
dive became fully estabiished. he managed to recover to level flight. Within
seconds of this recovery the nose of
the glider dropped suddenly again and
this time it entered a full luffed dive;
with the glider rotating past the vertical
to a negative angle of attack.
The dive speed increased very rapidly
and the negative (over vertical) angle
· -,?pp.~_ar~,d al,~,p)o be increasing right up
-""to '" ih'e moment of subsequent . ground
impact. despite the pilot's frantic ef-'
forts to recover . Fortunate·l y. the .
glider crashed onto a grassy - hillside :
and because it was partially inverted
the structure took the in itial impact
shock. The tubular frame was badly
shattered but the pilot escaped with
nothing more than two black eyes ! It
was estimated that the ve rtical dis.:·
tance, from entry into the second dive
to po int of impact, was about 75 feet. ·
OVE RSE.-\S RtSE -\RCH

At_t he time ofthe se tw o acc idents lit tle
was known in Ne w Ze ala nd about the
~~- :..:.,

l ichard Ri d ing

..

full luffed di ve manoeuvre so e xtensive enquiries were made in t hose
countries where hang-gliding is a popular sport.
Replies to the se enquirie s were disappointing. In most cases the cause of
those accidents thought to have occurred as a result of a full luff~d dive.
could not be verified. This was .ma inl y
bec a use all the accident s we re apparently fatal , there were no rel ia ble e ye
witnes se s . a nd there was no subsequent accident invest igat ion by a n authorit y s uffi cie ntly co mpe ten t to ide ntify the co nt ri but ing circ um stances
from the ava ilable e vide nce.
The o nl y infor med overseas comment
came from the Uni ted States where. it
was learned, some research had been
carried out by the Flight Dynamics and
Control Division, National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA). Langley Research Centre.
Virginia. This research was based on
the behaviour pattern of the standard
Rogallo wing and while the modified
higher- performance Rogallo Superkites could be expected largely to conform with these findings. the shorter
chord (more critical to centre of gravity movement) and lower profile drag
characteristics could make this design
group more susceptible to this particular flight manoeuvre, and more difficult to recover.
Research studies showed that the full
luffed dive is most likely to occur fol lowing a whip stall. or following rolloff from a st~lhjn °,:l"'lurn. l:he glider ·
enters a ve rtical dive with 0° angle of
attack, and the Rogal!o wing unloaded
or luffing. A pitc hing moment is required for initial recovery. This moment cannot be provided by fore and
aft movement of the pilot's bod y (the
no rmal means of rotating :i he aircraft
about its axis in-level flight) because
s,1,1ch movement in the vertical plane
will not vary the cent re of gravity in
relation to the vertical direction of the
earth's pull.
However, the differential drag forces
ac ting on the wing , and on the pilo t,
will resul t in a nose-u p pitching motion . The hang-glider should therefore
Con t . ne xt page .
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recover from a vertical dive if sufficient altitude is available. If the hang. &.l id~r pitched .down .to c;1 negativ.¢ angle-·
. qf attack. \however. ·Jhe fdrces acting
. on . it would ·make · recovery from the
.. dive impossible. and if the 'a ngle increased ., ttY"gteater than' niinu'S 16 • a
large ·negative pitching moment ~ill
'Zi~fc-,,Q.F f9,J.,.· ~ aµ~i ngJJ1e,Jdide n:to:-:t umb Ie on
to its back with the pilot being thrown
into the canopy which would probably
collapse. A negative angle of attack is
likely to develop from a whip stall.
The recovery from a zero degree angle
of attack ve11ical dive would. in itself.
be expected to be critical. A too rapid
pull-out, once the pilot is able to exercise some control, is likely to induce a ·
whip stall with stress loads of up to 6g
imposed on both the aircraft and the
pilot. Structural failure is possible
even befor~ a further vertical dive full~
developed . If the recovery is too slow
".height loss cquld be too grea t to avoic
ground contact. or speed could become excessive leading to structure 01
fabric collapse. Research suggests that
a successful recovery may only be
possible if the pilot pushed forward to
raise the nose until the effect could be
seen, and then immediately pulled
back to arrest the rotation before level
flight was'j!xceeded. The time availa'"
ble for this would be very short .
The Langley Research Centre reported that all data had been obtained
from calt:1ilations and radio controlled
models ;-:-~Qg .)]le_pe_rformance of full0f,;s~,-s~al_e , hang~'gfiders \vas therefore not
·
definitely known . It was emphasised
that because of the lack of adequate
data applicable to this flight condition
' and ·the wide variety of manoeuvres
that may result from slightly different
initial conditions, the /11/1 !tdfed \'erti-

cal di\·e should be regarded as very
dangerou~· and m ·oided if at all pssib/e.
It would ~rbear that more than 20 fatal
hang-glider accidents in the U'iS. have
resulted from full luffed dives . In some
of these a contributory factor could
have been the rigging of downward
camber into the rear part of the keel, to
get better performance. This configuration has especially adverse effects
PAGE14

on pitch stability. and in some circumstances can in<luce a \.Vhip stall. It is
thercfore -e·ssent'i'al to '·en'S'ure that the
keel has some reflex up. at the r~ar.
CO'.'i( 'l,l.SI()'.'.
It was concluded from the investigation
into this fatal hang-glider accident that
the pilot was probably unaware of the

possible occurrence of a full luffed din,
ancf'•f~_~l-Vrore took no particular precautioris 'to prevent the de,·elopment of a
stall in a steep turn. This lack of knowledgt.> reflects the present state of the art
of hang gliding throughout the world.
The design of hang-gliders and their
subsequent pilotage has outrun the present knowledge of' aerodynamics which
g0\ ern the flight of these aircraft. In .
many cases progression in design is
more by educated instinct, and by trial
and t•rror, than on a scientific basis.
Pilot experience and skill can be_gained
with relath·e safety if caution is · exercised. It is unfortunate that with the
attainment of skill, and widening of the
safe flight envelope , there is insufficient
data to establish the limits of the ·widened envelope. Consequently in most
countries where hang gliding is established, a large percentage of fatal accidents involve experienced and skilful
. .,pilots. Such was ·the1,,,c'a se in this
instance. ·
Acknowledgement
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CLASSIFIEDS
BENNET BUS for sale as new never used complete
with manual . Ideal Christmas presen,( only
$200. Rob Frederick PH : (03) 762 6372
SKYHOOK __ goQd condition a terrific buy with
Apron prone harness included or choice of
Supine harness or prone belt system. Colours
yellow, green, blue, spare A-frame, new
wires. For the Soaring pilot only $200 ono.
Rob Frederick PH : (03)762 6372
SUPINE HARNESS - Sky Sports, excellent cond ition - red, with head rest and stirrup. New
price -$78.00. Sell $50 ono.
Rob Frederick PH : (03) 762 6372
SKY SPORTS Merlin 130 an excellent all round
performer a real maxi eater; fun to fly ;
immaculate condition, colours double surface
purple, from .centre, white, fire orange,
-;: - ;;;:ie, gold, yellow and sky blue. Complete
harness and bag. New price $1,110 sell
$400 ono. L.achlan Thompson (03) 7'1!J 7036 .
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